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Ubiquitous and Pervasive Knowledge and Learning Management: Semantics, Social Networking and New Media to Their Full PotentialIGI Global, 2007
The importance of semantics has been recognized in different areas of data and information management, including better access, exchange, interoperability, integration, and analysis of data. Semantics of data is about associating meaning to data, understanding what data represents, and improving the value of data.  Ubiquitous and Pervasive...
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Mobile Agents: Basic Concepts, Mobility Models, and the Tracy ToolkitMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"I think this book will be the first standard introductory book on mobile agents." José M. Vidal, University of South Carolina
Mobile agents are software nomads that act as your personal representative, working autonomously through networks. They are able to visit network nodes directly using available computing power and are...
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Windows PowerShell Cookbook: The Complete Guide to Scripting Microsoft's Command ShellO'Reilly, 2013

	How do you use Windows PowerShell to navigate the filesystem, manage files and folders, or retrieve a web page? This introduction to the PowerShell language and scripting environment provides more than 400 task-oriented recipes to help you solve all kinds of problems. Intermediate to advanced system administrators will find more than 100...
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A Manager's Guide to IT LawBritish Informatics Society Ltd, 2004

	Since the 1940s, when the computer first made its appearance, there has

	been a tremendous change in both the power and the extent of IT technology.

	It has evolved from mainframes through personal computers with

	packaged applications and client–server architectures, to the explosion of

	networking in the 1990s which led to...
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iPhone in Action: Introduction to Web and SDK DevelopmentManning Publications, 2008
We’ve both been Apple fans for most of our lives. Shannon fondly recalls early games played on the Apple II and that first Macintosh, which really turned his school newspaper around. Christopher turned his own fandom into a real business with his first entrepreneurial venture, Dreams of the Phoenix, a Mac software company. 

Thus,...
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Information Systems: The State of the Field (John Wiley Series in Information Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
The information systems field has contributed greatly to the rise of the information economy and the information society. Yet, after more than a quarter-century since its formation, it still is plagued by doubts about its identity and legitimacy. Information Systems: The State of the Field contains the reflections of leading IS scholars on...
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Contributions to Ubiquitous Computing (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Mark Weisers vision of computers moving out of our focus of attention and becoming oblivious devices that occur in large numbers and provide smart computing und communication services to individuals as needed is still far from being reality.
This book puts the larger vision of ubiquitous computing in the context of todays mobile and distributed...
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Computable Models of the Law: Languages, Dialogues, Games, Ontologies (Lecture Notes in Computer Science / Lecture Notes in Artificial Intelligence)Springer, 2008
Information technology has now pervaded the legal sector, and the very modern concepts of e-law and e-justice show that automation processes are ubiquitous. European policies on transparency and information society, in particular, require the use of technology and its steady improvement.
Some of the revised papers presented in this book...
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Real-Time Embedded Multithreading Using ThreadX and MIPSNewnes, 2008
Embedded systems are ubiquitous. These systems are found in most consumer electronics, automotive, government, military, communications, and medical equipment. Most individuals in developed countries have many such systems and use them daily, but relatively few people realize that these systems actually contain embedded computer systems. Although...
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Fires in Silos: Hazards, Prevention, and Fire FightingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Storage of chemicals in silos is ubiquitous in the chemical, pharmaceutical and other producing industries, and some 80 % of all bulk materials are inflammable. It is here that the risk of large fires arises due to self-ignition or the intrusion of different ignition sources. For firefighters, most silo fires are very difficult to handle due to the...
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The Ubiquitous Roles of Cytochrome P450 Proteins: Metal Ions in Life SciencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Helmut Sigel, Astrid Sigel and Roland K.O. Sigel, in close cooperation with John Wiley & Sons launch a new Series “Metal Ions in Life Sciences”.


	There exists a whole range of books on Cytochromes P450, but none with the focus of this volume. This new volume in the Series concentrates on current hot topics in the...
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An Introduction to Search Engines and Web NavigationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is a second edition, updated and expanded to explain the technologies that help us find information on the web.  Search engines and web navigation tools have become ubiquitous in our day to day use of the web as an information source, a tool for commercial transactions and a social computing tool. Moreover, through the...
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